
Elliptic curve, Fermat Last Thin a modularity lifting.

p. l primes, GR =GM(R/C), #e:=Yet.

IproofofFLT via modularity lifting
FLT a

+b" =C", a,b,cGIN, n =3.

Then Taniyama-shimura - wiles+) Any elliptic curve (EC)/R is
modular.

If a, b, c -> IN satisfies al+bEc, 123, then Frey curve

E:y
=

x(x- ae) (x+be) is NOTmoder. contradiction!

:.FLTholds.

#Elliptic curve:
Defi An EC/C is a projective curve given by Weiestrass Equ

E:y
=
=x+ax +b,a,b =R

0 =4a +27b=0.

Fact & ECK) is an abelian group for K/ a field ext.

· E(K) =G =SxS where S= 4/1.



SetECp"]: =9x =E(K)(p"x =x+-.. +x =03
-

pu

Then EZp"] =4uxx Y/E

Note GR cr Ep] as E is defined/R.

Def the p-adic Tate module Tp(E): =MECp"] =xp xYp
Noce GR TPCE) continuously PE:GR-> AntypTp(z) =GLzp).

II p-adic Galois representation

Let K/rpbe a p-adic field with residue field k/#p.
Hef:A p-adic Galois up, is a pair (p, V) where

0 V is a finite dim. K-U.S.

②
P:GR -> GLCV) is a continuous group

homo.

Example, cyclotomic character 4p:GR -> p*= G4(Rp) defined by
q(5pr) =emodph where Sp" primitive puth root of mity.

& Vp(E): =Tp (E) 4].

Fact Given a p-adic rep. (0, V), Ia OK-lattice TV so that

g(T) =T, FgEGR. so

9:Ga
-> Ant (T) =GLd(OK) I unsformizer

ofOK

↓
mod it

On

Gra(OK/)
Def 8 =0, =pmod:Gr ->GLACK) is called the reduction

ofP.
Remark:I may depend on the choice of7. But its semi-simplification

ps is independentofT.



IV Local properties of(P, V)
*e prime. Let Go be decomposition subp ofGR at1.

Then Ge =Gal (The/ce). To explain this, recallGR-initiala
Il,..-lm

d !
Ge, =3 - Gall*/a)) - (11) =1,3

=Gd (Fe/xe).
Recall

o ->Ie -> Gr -> Gal)#e/Fe) -> o
Inertia up at l

Il where Fre(x) =c, Fate
-

<Fre> called Frobenius at 1

Det iscalled unramified ate ifP(Ie) =Id =idenity matrix.
=>P(Fre) makes sense.

Example 0 p is muranfied (FP, G(Fre) =1.
/② (Neron-ogg-shafaverich) FCFP, E has good reduction/e

=>TPCE) is unramified at1.

Here Ihas good reduction /Ex E mode isstillan E.C.

e.g. when et

~ Modular form:
Let N=1, M = K upper half plane.

↑(N) =3 AtsLuCk) / A =(
=

0) mod NY

Def Amodular form ofweight k =2 a level N is a holomaphic
function of:c) ->4 so that

3 f() =xz+d)" f(z) F(in) -5,(r).



② f(z) is "good"atcusps
N

2xiz
C

f(z) = ! ancf) 9
"

with 9 =e

Let Sm(I, (N)) =3 modular form of weight K, level NY.

conjecture (Taniyama-shimura) Given an elliptic curve E/C,E is modular

i.e., 7 ft S2 (N,(N)) so that for 1 >>0

delf) =trace (P=(Fres).

Remark:E is modular Ex Emorphism M/N,CN) -> E.
If Frey Curve is modular -> N =2 when a+" =>"

But 9/TT() has genus 0 while I has genus 1, contradiction!

Lecture (Fontains - Mazur(
Let F be a field,P:GF-> GL(V) a pradic rep.

Assume 0 p is unranified for almost all prime 6 -> Spee(OF)

& For prime 81p, p/Ep isde Rham.

Then a comes from an automorphic form ofGha(/AF).

VI Wiles' strategy on modularity lifting.
1 serve's conjecture

suppose :Gr
-> GLz(Ep) is irreducible rep. Then Imodular

form f -SRLT,(NS) So that

delf) modp= trace (P (Fre)) for 1 > > 0

Remark:0 The precise version, which predict "minimal"R, N implies that

E/a is modular.



② Now serve's conj is a theorem by Khare-Winternberger
③ For miles, he only knew serve's consfor P

=2,3 &

certain cases ofp =5.

2 Galois deformation:
Fix a residue hep:4:Ga-Gh(#), #/#p finite.

:Ga -> GLz(OK) is called a deformation oft if

↑ mod it. Then there exists a universal deformation riny
RI, and punir:GR -> Gh (RE) which "parametrize"all

deformation ofI.
Itis known thatall "modular deformation"line in the family

pud:GR -> G12(Tp) where it isa certain Hecke algebra.

Now we have Ga ->GL1R) by inputofknown serve's

↓ ↓ PE conjecture.

G(ztp) - -- - -> G()p)

we need to show blue arrow exists. GLzCR

Wiles introduces the idea "flat deformation" Iti and show that

R = tp. (R =T thm together with Taylor.

VII structure ofGe-Gad (the/ae)

Recall o -> In ->Ge ->Gal(#e/e) ->0.
S1

<Fre) =E = *r*.
ofIP -> In - Ie ->0
It iswild inertia which pro-p group. It

is tame inertia.



Ie- ep). = Gal(W QYt)/ar)
etm

Here (1) means thatif F->Ie be a loft ofFr. F rep11) then

Fr F
=wd

We have filtration on In to define conductor. Butneed so discuss in details.

VIII Chebotaver Density
Thm. Let F/C be a Galois extension which is unranfied over a finite sets of

primes then UpesFry] isdense in Call (F/R).

Here Frp isa conjugacy class ofFrobenius atp.

Application:Ifan irreducible p-adic Galoisrep. P isunranified for all mostall prime l. then

is uniquely determined by the trace (P (Fres). 1 x >0.

See PPT] prop2.6 for more general a precise statements.

IAReview class field theory
a) Local class field Theory:

als
LetKbe a p-adic field. Then Ilocal ArtinmapOK:k*- Ek

so that 0 Ok (T) =Frp.

② For 2/ finite abelia then OK induces an isomaphism

02:KYNyx()
=>Gal2 /k).

③ 0 10:0 Ipab
ab

Example Ap - 4m 2(3m) U1 &(5p). OK: Ip*=Gad (@(3p)/c)

which is given by Ok =Yp".

b) Global class field theory:
Let Fbe a field. Ifthe idele group of F. Then Iglobal Artin

map OF:IF -> Grab so that



i) OF1Fr =OFr in LCF.

ii) OF 1 FX
=1

iii) For any finite abolian ext4/F, OFinduces an isomorphism
#F /* * NY (#) = Ead(YE).

when F =

R.We have ga
=I *" =(( U ((3)i


